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ADJUSTMENTS 
 

MICKEY AND THE CIRCUS 

 

 

 

 

 

ALTERNATE JUNGLE SCENE PAGE 2 

 

CONSIDERATIONS: 

 Cut intermission 

 Based on time and participant needs you may need to do all 4 tricks.  

 Gather ideas from the group for the Jungle Story as you are telling it, i.e. food items, 

directions, etc.  

 

ADJUSTED ITEMS: rain stick, fans, bubbles 

 

PRE-SHOW 

● Dress up  

● OMB Song  

 Discuss and improvise what happens at a circus. What/Who do you see at a circus? 

What do they do/sound like? (In essence the Mickey and Jenny bit, but we all participate 

as ourselves.) What animals do you see at the circus? (Upon answer imitate movement 

and sound and have children repeat. Try to incorporate the animals identified here in the 

Jungle Story.) 

 

TOP OF SHOW 

 Show begins with the circus, Ringo and Shirley introducing themselves -“Welcome to 

Mr. Ringo’s....”  Cut “Come to the circus...” rhymes.  

 

TRICKS (there are 4 total) 

 Begin each with the spell of choice Saligadula or “Not with an apple” include gestures 

for all to follow and repeat each time the spell is cast. 

 

a. MOUTH COIL (for BLUE SITES and PURPLE SITES) 

 

b. HYPNOTIZE SHIRLEY ALA SOCRATES IN HOCUS POCUS then open to group 

for volunteers to become hypnotized. OR “NOW YOU SEE HER”getting volunteers 

from audience up. (Do not do for PURPLE SITES) 

 

 

 

BLUE SITES: A Harry Moore /St. Mary’s Outpatient/Ferncliff 
 

PURPLE SITES: A. Harry Moore Rainbow/ Blythedale/ Elizabeth Seton/ Ferncliff/ St. Mary’s 

Inpatient/ YAI-Gramercy School/ YAI Manhattan Star Academy/ YAI Roosevelt School  
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c. JUNGLE STORY (see below for alternative) 

o Group journey through jungle where we incorporate water, bubbles and fans. 

(CAN CUT DUE TO TIME. WE GET STRONG INDIVIDUAL FOCUS ON 

THE TIGHT ROPE WHICH EVERYONE WILL DO.) 

 

d. COLORING BOOK-same 

 

NO INTERMISSION 

 

TIGHTROPE SCENE 

 Condense introduction of trick and get Mickey up immediately. Identify his fear. 

Blindfold business only once. 

 Walk the tightrope 

 

CLOSING OF SHOW 

 “That’s the end of Mr. Ringo’s Big Banana Circus! Cut ending rhyme and go right into 

“That is our show...”. 

 

ALTERNATE JUNGLE STORY 
 

Example story to narrate and perform as group 

 

(cue: rain stick) In the Jungle there were lemurs that were sleeping. All eyes  

closed then they opened them.  

 

(Blink eyes 3x in order to wake up) who moved through the jungle like this  

(physicalize).  

 

As they move through the jungle they say “I like to move it move it. (3x) I like to  

- move it! (This is the button.)  

 

They got hungry and found (food item {nuts, grapes, bananas}) and they ate  

them like this (sound and movement of eating 3x).  

 

They decided to fly to the waterfall. In order to fly they had to blow through their  

mouths 3x as the air would lift their wings for lift off. 1, 2, 3 and they were flying  

use fans).  

 

They flew to the waterfall and began take bath. They scrubbed (identify body  

parts). Don’t forget behind your ears.  

 

They were clean and full and decided to take a nap. (nap) 
 


